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php function arguments manual - passing arguments by reference by default function arguments are passed by value so
that if the value of the argument within the function is changed it does not get changed outside of the function, php the
basics manual - the pseudo variable this is available when a method is called from within an object context this is a
reference to the calling object usually the object to which, php creating the singleton design pattern in php5 - tour start
here for a quick overview of the site help center detailed answers to any questions you might have meta discuss the
workings and policies of this site, php 5 tutorial w3schools - php is a server scripting language and a powerful tool for
making dynamic and interactive web pages php is a widely used free and efficient alternative to competitors such as
microsoft s asp, techbooksforfree com free programming sql data coding - commands to retrieve data from data bases
and query tables structured query language sql is an essential tool for database management for creating tables inserting
new data updating existing databases and deleting data
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